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North Berwick Golf Club 

Who can forget their first round played at North Berwick? The stone wall to carry traversing the 

3rd hole and the wall guarding the putting green on the 13th; the 16th green bisected by a gully, 

and of course the original Redan 15th hole. Short, quirky and invigorating, golf at North Berwick 

has all the charm of golf in a seaside town without the long waits and touristy feel of the Old 

Course.  

North Berwick is the thirteenth oldest golf club in the world, founded in 1832. That same year, a 

royal commission declared North Berwick to be a “small, decayed fishing port with little prospect 

of improvement.” How wrong they proved to be. The town and its historic links would rebound 

and become quite a hot spot during the Victorian era. As recounted in the club’s history, “golf 

made the little fishing and whaling town into a resort for nobility and fashion and in time into a 

holiday place for people who appreciate seaside golf at its best.” 

 

The club’s scorecard features the historic image by Sr. Francis Grant,“Golf at North Berwick” 

The above quotes are from the club’s first and only history, In the Wind’s Eye, published in 1980 

and written by Alistair Beaton Adamson. Like the course itself, the history is a bit quirky. 

Adamson, a club member, had access to the club’s minute books going back to inception. The 

history uses the minutes liberally (to a fault) and recounts key events in the club’s history. As such, 

the ninety-one page volume largely avoids an architectural history or a detailed rundown of the 

historic holes. The book’s title is taken from the intended use of an early club, the “driving putter,” 

the equivalent of today’s driver, whose purpose was to be “used from the tee in the wind’s eye,” a 

nautical term that describes being directly into the wind. 



 

The club’s only history: In the Wind’s Eye  

Adamson details the club history through the minute books from 1832 through 1963, at which 

point the chronology ceases. One of the more interesting items illuminated in the book is how 

much the First and Second World Wars impacted the course and how it had to be rebuilt or 

revitalized after each. During the Second World War the 9th and 10th holes were used by the 

British Air Ministry as a range. German POWs were used to repair the holes toward the end of the 

conflict.  

Golf has been played on this land for hundreds of years through a succession of six, nine, and 

eighteen hole courses. The current course, including the famous Redan hole, is largely the creation 

of a North Berwick professional Ben Sayers, who continued the course’s evolution with major 

changes made in 1895. 

It has been 38 years since the publication of In the Wind’s Eye and if ever there was a club due for 

an updated and comprehensive club history it is North Berwick. There is so much more to tell 

including the history of the professionals who have served there, an architectural analysis of the 

world-class holes and the matches played over the links. 

For a detailed look into the mores and customs of playing golf at North Berwick in the Victorian 

Era we can recommend a delightful little book published by David Hamilton titled: A Girl's Golf 

in 1895 A North Berwick Holiday Dairy. 

Additional insights into the impact Ben Sayers had on North Berwick we can also direct the reader 

to 100 Years of Golf in North Berwick 1857 to 1962 – Bey Sayers : Doreen Sayers Scrap Book, 

written by a third generation member of the family and published in 1994. The book excels with 



its historical photographs of the golf course in the early 1900s. The book also details the life of his 

son Ben Junior and his efforts to build the club making business. The final part of the book deals 

with modern era and how clubs evolved from handcrafted to being more mass produced. 

 

 

- John Sabino 


